Toy

Description

Talking Bubble Busy Box (ED)

blue dome with 4
lights flash, dome vibrates,
buttons and 2 wooden and recorded sounds go off
toggles
when buttons are pushed or
toggles are pulled

Textured Carousel Busy Box (ED)

Water Fall Water Toy (ED)

5 Function Activity Center (ED)

Mini Dome (ED)

Mr. Roboto (ED)

Light Up Star Mirror

Baby Buzzer

Function
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x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

white background with music plays and lights light up
multi colored star with when tube is spun
a mirror in the middle

x

x

x

white face with red
and blue ears and 3
buttons on top

x

x

x

yellow circular platform when buttons are pushed they
with dome on top and make a sound or vibrate
6 textured colorful
buttons
blue platform with
use a switch to make water
flowers and a mountain run down the waterfall and
squirt out of the flowers while
music plays and lights light up
blue platform with
orange, yellow, and
red flat buttons with a
wooden toggle and
roller

lights flash, platform vibrates,
and noises sound when
various functions are
performed

blue platform with
when dome is pushed noise
dome full of glitter on a sounds, glitter moves, and
yellow square button
dome vibrates
silver face with buttons when buttons are pushed,
as each facial feature lights flash, makes sounds,
vibrates, and horn beeps

when buttons are pushed
music plays and eyes light up

x

Toy

Description

Function

Kissing Bumblebee-1 (ED)

2 bumblebees

when the bumblebees kiss,
they talk

x

x

x

when the bumblebees kiss,
they talk

x

x

x

Kissing Bumblebee-2 (ED)

2 bumblebees
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Kissing Ladybugs-1 (ED)

2 ladybugs

when the ladybugs kiss, they
talk

x

x

x

Kissing Ladybugs-2 (ED)

2 ladybugs

when the ladybugs kiss, they
talk

x

x

x

Mini Popper with lights/vibs/music (ED)

blue dome with colorful dome vibrates, lights flash,
balls inside and buttons and music plays when pushed
on the bottom
down

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Side- Lyer Toy (ED)

Sing 'n Smile Pals

Sing Along Animal Switch (ED)

Glitter Roll Music

Light and Sound Butterfly (ED)

blue platform with
large rectangular
yellow button and
extended platform for
laying on

when button is pushed it
vibrates and lights up

animals with small
animals/numbers/A-E/music all
keyboard and number play when pushed
buttons
barn with 3 animal
puzzles

fit the animals together and
then place them in the foot
holes next to the barn and the
barn will sing and light up

clear tube with glittery
objects inside

music plays when the items
inside the tube move around
inside it

yellow butterfly with red lights flash and make noise
bowtie button and 4
when button is pushed
light up wings

x

x

x

x

x

x

Toy

Description

Function

SW Express

yellow platform with
light up opening screen
with buttons on
instruments, animals,
numbers, and shapes
clear tube with blue
ends and colorful
beads inside

all buttons make sound when
pushed/ child must touch the
designated item on the
opening screen

large blue circular
platform with clear
dome on top with 5
multi colored balls
inside

balls bounce and noises
sound when large red button
is pushed

screen with Bear from
Big Blue House on the
side

movie scrolls and music plays
when yellow house is pushed
over

large yellow light with
buttons on bottom

light flashes when pushed
down

Rainbow Rainstick

The Tumbler (ED)

Bear Movie Player

Bright Switch f/vis impaired (ED)

Fire Engine (ED)

Mega t-rex (ED)

Pooh Movie Player

Talking Roller Magic (ED)

UFO Starship-1 (ED)

beads trickle down the tube
as it is turned over

firetruck with ladder on fireman's ladder goes up and
top
down and firetruck moves
when activated by switch
t-rex

dinosaur moves and walks
and makes sound when
activated by a switch
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x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

screen with Winnie the
Pooh on the side

movie scrolls and music plays
when butterfly is pushed over

x

x

orange base with tri
colored rolling pin
nesting in it

music plays when the rolling
pin is turned around in the
base

x

x

x

x

grey circular spaceship lights up and makes spaceship
with buttons on bottom sounds when pushed down

Toy

Description

UFO Starship-2 (ED)

grey circular spaceship lights up and makes spaceship
with buttons on bottom sounds when pushed down

Hearing Impaired Activity Center-1 (ED)

Function
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x

x

red base with red and
yellow buttons and
wooden toggle pull

vibrates, lights up, and
activates fan when buttons
are pushed or toggle is pulled

x

x

x

red base with red and
yellow buttons and
wooden toggle pull

vibrates, lights up, and
activates fan when buttons
are pushed or toggle is pulled

x

x

x

blue platform with
large yellow light
button in center

platform vibrates and light
lights up when button is
pushed

x

x

Pony Pal (ED)

black pony

pony moves when activated
by a switch

x

x

Skipping Dog (ED)

tan and brown puppy

puppy skips when activated
by switch

x

x

Highrise Rescue (ED)

pieces for a ladder with construct a ladder and use
a base and fireman
the switch to make the
fireman climb to the top

Hearing Impaired Activity Center-2 (ED)

Vibrating Light (ED)

Kaleido-dome (ED)- BROKEN

Go Go School Bus (ED)

Bead Chain with Music (ED)

blue platform with
rainbow secions along
border and dome full
of rainbow balls in
center

x

x

x

lights flash and balls bounce
when button is pushed

school bus with remote bus drives around when
on velcro stand
activated by the remote on
the velcro stand
blue platform with
hanging beaded
curtain fixed to it

x

music plays when beaded
curtain is moved

x

x

x

x

x

Toy

Description

Function

Tickle Me Ernie

Ernie from Sesame
Street

Ernie laughs and vibrates
when activated by a switch

Ring Around Bells (ED)

Parts of a Whole Game (ED)

Dora Talker with stand

Story Teller (ED)

Lighted Musical Plate Switch (ED)

Raindbow Worm

UFO Busy Box- 1 (ED)

UFO Busy Box- 2 (ED)
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x

blue base with rotating bells spin around when
colorful bells
activated byb switch
blue platforms with 4
mazes that form 4
different shapes when
completed
blue stand with yellow
star with Dora the
Explorer on it

when the correct pieces are
matched the recorded sound
plays

blue platform with
yellow bumpy button
and rotating circle

repeats phrases when button
is pushed

blue slanted platform
with large rectangular
yellow button

when button is pushed, music
sounds and toy is activated

4 piece worm that
makes noise when
assembled

child puts ends of pieces
together and assembled
worm lights up and makes
noise

silver circular platform
with 5 multi colored
buttons

when buttons are pushed,
different UFO noises sound

silver circular platform
with 5 multi colored
buttons

buttons make sound as they
are pushed

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

when buttons are pushed,
different UFO noises sound

x

Toy

Description

Function

Interchangeable Music Puzzles- 1 (ED)

blue rectangular
platform with space for
wooden squares and
shapes to nestle
blue rectangular
platform with space for
wooden squares and
shapes to nestle

Start with one shape and add
any four blank blocks and
build up to five distinct shapes.
When the task is completed,
Start with one shape and add
any four blank blocks and
build up to five distinct shapes.
When the task is completed,
music plays. If a reward toy or
device is plugged in, the
child can position hands and
have time read or have time
read and position hands
accordingly (eng and span)

Interchangeable Music Puzzles- 2 (ED)

Telly the Teaching Time Clock (ED)

Talking Bowling Pins (ED)

yellow faced clock
with blue shoes
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x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

blue platform with
when the pins are knocked
spaces for 6 bowling
down the recorded sound
pins and 6 bowling pins plays

x

Fan- 1 (ED)

pink puppy with fan
inside

fan blows when activated by
switch

x

x

Fan- 2 (ED)

pink puppy with fan
inside

fan blows when activated by
switch

x

x

Chime Bell

yellow bell with chimes when bell is shaken ball rolls
along exterior with ball and hits the chimes along the
inside
exterior

x

Classic Infant Song Player

Thunder Tube- 1 (ED)

Thunder Tube- 2 (ED)

white platform with
various songs play when the
nursery characters and red button is pushed
a red button
purple tube with
makes thunder sound when
lightening bolts on sides whirled around
purple tube with
makes thunder sound when
lightening bolts on sides whirled around

x

x

x

x

Toy

Description

Vibrating Mini Bubble (ED)

blue dome with 4
dome vibrates with varying
colorful buttons on top levels of intensity when
buttons are pushed

Bead Chain with Mirror-1 (ED)

Bead Chain with Mirror-2 (ED)

Koosh Switch (ED)

Oval Texture Music Switch (ED)

Magnetic Fantastik Fan (ED)

Function
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x

x

blue platform with
mirror fixed on platform
vertically with a curtain
of beads hanging in
front of the mirror

when beads are touched the
whole curtain moves and
reflection can be seen behind
curtain

x

x

x

blue platform with
mirror fixed on platform
vertically with a curtain
of beads hanging in
front of the mirror

when beads are touched the
whole curtain moves and
reflection can be seen behind
curtain

x

x

x

yellow platform with
blue cush ball in the
center with buttons on
bottom

lights up and activates toy
that is plugged in when
pushed down
x

x

blue platform with
textured yellow button
on it

activates toy that is plugged
in when button is pushed
x

x

purple fan with green
blades

fan blades spin when
activated by switch or
magnet
x

x

Toy

Description

Function

Programmable Formboard (ED)

blue platform with 9
white squares with
shapes and storage
container with shapes

white squares can be placed
in any order then when child
places the correct
corresponding shape into the
square the toy will vibrate or
make a sound/ longer sounds
and vibrations occur when
entire sequence is completed

ABC Smart Learning Board

Etch a Sketch (ED)

Builders, Benders, and More

2 Level Communicator-1 (ED)

2 Level Communicator-2 (ED)

2 Level Communicator-3 (ED)

4 Plate Communicator (ED)

yellow background
with alpha and
numbers 1-10 to push

5 activities to choose from
(spelling, questions, letters,
words, music)

blue platform with etch
a sketch sitting at
incline with 2 red
handles and 4 buttons

when buttons are pushed line
on the etch a sketch draws in
the direction the button is
pointing

colorful pieces that fit
together

child builds structures using
different shapes and puzzle
pieces

white platform with 8
when buttons are pushed
colored squaer buttons recorded sound is played
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x

x

x

x

x

x

X

white platform with 8
when buttons are pushed
colored squaer buttons recorded sound is played

X

white platform with 8
when buttons are pushed
colored squaer buttons recorded sound is played

X

yellow platform sitting
at incline with 4 blue
square buttons

x

when buttons are pushed
recorded sound is played and
x
device plugged into the
corresponding outlet is
activated

x

x

x

Toy

Description

7 Level Black Communication Builder-1 (ED)

black platform with 16 when areas are touched
squares and 4 snap on recorded sound is played
screens

X

black platform with 16 when areas are touched
squares and 4 snap on recorded sound is played
screens

X

black platform with 16 when areas are touched
squares and 4 snap on recorded sound is played
screens

X

yellow square face with face talks and lights up when
buttons for the nose
the buttons are pushed
and eyes

x

AlphaSmart 3000

aqua platform with full
keyboard

x

Cheap Talk 4-1 (ED)

white platform with 4
when buttons are pushed
colored square buttons recorded sound is played

X

white platform with 4
when buttons are pushed
colored square buttons recorded sound is played

X

white platform with 4
when buttons are pushed
colored square buttons recorded sound is played

X

white platform with 4
when buttons are pushed
colored square buttons recorded sound is played

X

7 Level Black Communication Builder-2 (ED)

7 Level Black Communication Builder-3 (ED)

Adapted Jokemaster Jr (ED)

Cheap Talk 4-2 (ED)

Cheap Talk 4-3 (ED)

Cheap Talk 4-4 (ED)

Function

used like a mini computer
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Easy to Use Icon Maker #4020 (ED)

cd

creates icons for
communication devices

X

Icon Maker Communication Builder #4021-1
(ED)

cd

creates icons for
communication devices

X

Icon Maker Communication Builder #4021-2
(ED)

cd

creates icons for
communication devices

X

Toy

Description

Function
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Speech Therapist (ED)

blue platform with
yellow button and
place to secure a
mirror

when button is pushed
recorded sound is played- up
to four 5 second phrases can
be recorded

X

Talk 4&8 Icon CD #2505 (ED)

cd

creates icons for
communication devices

X

Talk 8 with levels-1 (ED)

silver platform with 8
square buttons

when buttons are pushed
recorded sound is played

X

Talk 8 with levels-2 (ED)

silver platform with 8
square buttons

when buttons are pushed
recorded sound is played

X

Vertical Wobble Switch-1 (ED)

yellow platform with
joystick switch

when joystick is moved the toy
that the switch is plugged in to
is activated

x

x

yellow platform with
joystick switch

when joystick is moved the toy
that the switch is plugged in to
is activated

x

x

moveable arm on
platform with joystick
switch

when joystick is moved the toy
that the switch is plugged in to
is activated

x

x

moveable arm on
platform with joystick
switch

when joystick is moved the toy
that the switch is plugged in to
is activated

x

x

Animals

various animals
standing on 4 legs

when activated animals move
and make sound

x

Butterfly two piece puzzle

wooden butterfly
puzzle

fit two pieces together to
make butterfly

x

x

Caterpillar 3 piece puzzle

wooden caterpillar
puzzle

fit three pieces together to
make caterpillar

x

x

Flower two piece puzzle

wooden flower puzzle

fit two pieces together to
make flower

x

x

x

x

Vertical Wobble Switch-2 (ED)

Wobble Switch with Arm-1 (ED)

Wobble Switch with Arm-2 (ED)

Puzzlers

9 picture cubes that
assemble into pictures

child manipulates the blocks
to assemble pictures

Toy

Description

Function

Rainbows, Rabbits, and Roses

alpha floor puzzle

large floor puzzle of the
alphabet with pictures that
start with each letter

Big Red Button

BIGmack- BLACK

BIGmack- BLUE

BIGmack- RED

BIGmack- YELLOW

CD Case Switch

Dis Turtle Switch (ED)

Grip Puff Switch (ED)

Large input orange switch (ED)

Medium Brown Button

Grey platform with big
red button

when button is pushed toy
that is plugged in is activated
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x

x

x

black platform with big when button is pushed
red button
recorded sound is played or
toy is activated

x

black platform with big when button is pushed
red button
recorded sound is played or
toy is activated

x

black platform with big when button is pushed
red button
recorded sound is played or
toy is activated

x

black platform with big when button is pushed
red button
recorded sound is played or
toy is activated

x

yellow CD case with a
"press here" insert

when button is pushed toy
that is plugged in is activated

x

green turtle with button when turtle is pushed down
on bottom
button is pushed and toy is
activated

x

white platform with
when grip is squeezed toy that
interchangeable puffy is plugged in is activated
grips of various colors
and sizes

x

orange switch that
plugs into a toy with a
large input end

push the orange button and
the toy plugged in is activated

x

tan platform with
medium brown button

when button is pushed toy
that is plugged in is activated

x

Toy

Description

Medium Purple Button

black platform with
when button is pushed toy
medium purple button that is plugged in is activated

Small Yellow Button

Function
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x

black platform with
small yellow button

when button is pushed toy
that is plugged in is activated

Rubber ball

red rubber ball

feel the texture of the ball and
bounce it

Slant Board- 1 (ED)

blue slanted clip board clip paper in clip and use to
write on

x

Slant Board- 2 (ED)

blue slanted clip board clip paper in clip and use to
write on

x

Slant Board- 3 (ED)

blue slanted clip board clip paper in clip and use to
write on

x

Key
C-COMMUNICATION
R&S-REACH AND SWIPE
EHC-EYE HAND COORDINATION
FM-FINE MOTOR
VS-VISUAL STIMLATION
AS- AUDITORY STIMULATION
TS- TACTILE STIMULATION
C&E- CAUSE AND EFFECT
SC-SPATIAL CONCEPTS
M-MEMORY
?-THINKING
Mob-MOBILITY
GM-GROSS MOTOR
SD-SIZE DISCRIMINATION
SS-SOMATOSENSORY STIMULATION
M-MEMORY
?-THINKING

x
x

x

Mob-MOBILITY
GM-GROSS MOTOR
SD-SIZE DISCRIMINATION
SS-SOMATOSENSORY STIMULATION

